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Security Incident Tracking in Virtual Linux Environment
Abstract
Virtualized environment provides a heaven for malicious and criminal activities. It is
expected that illegal activities in virtualized environments will be increased as virtualization
gains its popularity. Meanwhile, numerous digital security and privacy laws and regulations
have put business and organizations under obligations to prepare for auditing and legal
investigations. Therefore, businesses must prepare for the responsiveness to unforeseen
security incidents in virtualized environments. To establish forensics readiness for businesses
and organizations, it is essential to identify what fingerprints are relevant and where they can
be located, and whether all the needed fingerprints are available to reconstruct the incidents
successfully. Also, fingerprint identification and locating mechanisms should be provided to
guide potential forensics investigation in the future. Furthermore, mechanisms should be
established to automate the security incident tracking and reconstruction processes. All these
rely on the knowledge of security attacks and the fingerprints left by them. In this research,
we will explore potential security exploitations and their corresponding fingerprints left in the
virtualized Linux environment. Attacks are modeled as augmented attack trees and then are
conducted against a simulated virtualized environment, which is followed by a forensic
investigation. Finally, an evidence tree is built for each attack based on fingerprints identified
within the system. With evidence tree, it is possible to identify sensitive fingerprints for each
attack. Also, the evidence tree is expected to provide contextual information needed for
automating forensics investigation of a security incident.
1

Introduction

Virtualization technology has been playing a key role in server virtualization and cloud
computing6, 10, 12. It can be leveraged to achieve business benefits since it can provide huge
benefits in many aspects such as reducing IT administrative time, facilitating data backup and
recovery, being adaptive to business change, business continuity and disaster recovery, etc10,
12
. However, it also provides a heaven for malicious code to be executed, untrustworthy data
to be processed, or illegitimate data to be stored by services inside the virtual environment1, 2,
3, 12, 16, 17
. Even though intensive efforts have been put to secure the virtualized environments,
it is evident that cyber crime and fraudulent activity against virtualized environment will
continue to thrive3, 12. With rapid increase of the adoption of virtualization technology, we can
expect to witness the increase of illegal activities in the cyber space. These security incidents
not only result in substantial financial and operational losses, but also greatly hurt the
confidence of customers, business partners and stakeholders. Meanwhile, over the last decade,
government and industry bodies around the world have issued many laws and regulations, for
example, The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (Base II Accord), The Health
Information Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), Payment Card Industry
Security Standard(PCISS), Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX), The Federal Information Security
Management Act of 2002 (FISMA), and some others, to ensure the availability, integrity, and
confidentiality of business data and the IT infrastructures. These mandates have placed

pressures on businesses and organizations to take actions to ensure compliance with laws and
regulations. Consequently, to minimize financial loss and be compliant with laws and
regulations, businesses that host virtualized services must be prepared for the responsiveness
to unforeseen security incidents.
Many intrusion/fraud prevention, detection, and tolerance mechanisms have been deployed
by organizations and companies that have adopted cloud computing and virtualization
technologies in order to secure their IT infrastructures and the sensitive data stored in
information systems3, 12. However, security incidents cannot be totally eliminated as shown
by researchers3, 6. It is evident that even with the state-of-the-art security prevention,
detection, and tolerance mechanisms, the risk introduced by virtualization and especially
cloud computing technologies cannot be completely avoided3, 12. Consequently,
intrusion/fraud deterrence, such as digital forensics investigation, has been recognized as a
complement to traditional security protection techniques and provides another dimension of
protection for the critical infrastructures of these vulnerable businesses13, 14, 19, 22, 23.
Digital forensics is the process of investigating computer devices and associated storage
media to determine whether they have been used to commit a crime and/or gain unauthorized
access7, 21, 22. Digital forensics involves the process of preservation, acquisition, analysis,
discovery, documentation, and presentation of evidence7, 22. The success of digital forensics is
highly dependent on forensics readiness21, 22, e.g., the availability of forensically-sound
evidence that is able to stand up to legal scrutiny and that can be investigated in an efficient
and effective way15, 21, 22. Forensic readiness is an increasingly important topic in forensic
investigation and information assurance research4, 5, 15, 21, 22, 25. Existing research efforts focus
on the organization-level framework design for forensics readiness, such as policy design,
implementation, and management. However, they did not address the investigation of
security incidents in computer information systems13.
The overall goal of this research is to provide technical guidance to effectively and efficiently
investigate security incidents that take place in virtualized Linux systems. There are a few
challenging issues need to be addressed for virtualized Linux environments. First, the
fingerprints left by attacks and frauds that are needed to reconstruct the incidents of attacks
remain unclear to digital forensics and security professionals13. Second, many security
incidents remain undetected due to the lack of sophisticated identification mechanisms. Third,
many security incident investigations are not conducted due to the unaffordable effort needed
to process the huge amount of the information kept in the system15, 22. As discussed in our
previous work22, one of the key is the establishment of evidence models for attacks. In this
research, we will first examine potential security vulnerabilities virtualized Linux
environment and attacks are then conducted against the virtualized Linux environment.
Second, forensics investigation will be followed to identify and locate their corresponding
fingerprints left in system. With fingerprints identified and located, evidence model will be
developed for each attack. We expect that evidence models can be used to guide forensics
investigation in the future. Furthermore, evidence models are expected to provide the
contextual information for an incident tracking software, which may have the potential to

automate the incident tracking in a virtualized computing environment or the cloud.
2

System Modeling and Methodology

2.1

Research Method

The overview of research method is presented Fig. 1 and described below.
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Fig. 1. The overview of the research process on forensics readiness

First, virtual Linux environments will be designed to simulate different online business
environment, which may be composed of the needed functional components of online
businesses, such as web servers, file servers, email servers, as well as open source business
information systems. Second, a systematic approach will be developed to model attacks and
inside activities. The vulnerabilities of virtual Linux environments will be assessed and the
corresponding threats will be identified. Threats will be systematically modeled by using attack
trees13, 20, 22 based on a set of known attacks exploiting the identified vulnerabilities existed in
the online information system. Individual attacks are then modeled as augmented attack trees,
on which each leaf node represents a specific attack operation. Third, the modeled attacks and
inside activities will be conducted against the virtualized Linux environment and forensics
investigation will be followed. Finally, once fingerprints are identified and located, they are
used to manually reconstruct the crime scene to determine whether the attack itself can be
reconstructed. If the attack or fraud cannot be reconstructed successfully, the attacking and
forensics investigation process will be repeated with enhanced evidence logging. If the attack
or fraud is reconstructed successfully, the fingerprints of each attack operation will be
identified. The metadata of the fingerprints of each attack operation, such as log name, format,
location, timestamps, and security features, etc. are composed into nodes, which will then
become child nodes of the leaf nodes in the augmented attack tree. This entire process will
finally result in an evidence tree for each attack studied. Fingerprints of sensitive operations of
the evidence trees will be identified as incident identifiers and the evidence tree can provide the
contextual information to reconstruct security incidents automatically.
2.2

Threat Modeling and Attack Generation

The attack tree approach first proposed by Schneier18 is used to systematically analyze
security threats and has been introduced as a systematic threat modeling approach in some
research20. Attacks are modeled and represented by a tree structure where the root node
represents the final goal, other interior nodes represent subgoals, and leaf nodes are attacking
approaches to achieve the final goal8, 9, 13. Children of a node in the tree can be one of the two
logical types: AND and OR. To reach the goal, all of its AND children, or at least one of its
OR children, must be accomplished. Attack trees grow incrementally by time and they
capture knowledge in a reusable form. First, possible attack goals must be identified. Each
attack goal becomes the root of its own attack tree. Construction continues by considering all
possible attacks against the given goal. These attacks form the AND and OR children of the
goal. Next, each of these attacks becomes a goal and their children are generated. Fig.2 shows
an example of an attack tree of the inside threat, “achieving the root privilege”. In such an
attack, the attacker is a regular user and has a lower access privilege to the target, and
conducts a series of attacking operations to achieve the root privilege as the system user. Note
that links that are connected with a line represents the “AND” relationship among the states
or sub-goals, which are working together to achieve the same parent goal.

Fig. 2. An attack tree of an internal threat “achieving the root privilege”.

2.3

A Simulated Virtualized Linux Environment and Tools

A desktop PC is used to host the Ubuntu 10 virtual Linux environment, which requires large
sized memory and hard disk. A wireless router will be used for network setup and a thumb
drive will be used for data collection. The attack tool used for this research is BackTrack 5 R3,
which is a tool suite installed on the Ubuntu Linux distribution aimed at digital forensics and
penetration testing use. A major package provided by Backtrack is the Metasploit Framework,
which is a suite of penetration tools that can be used for system and network penetration and
security testing. A BackTrack 5 R3 Bootup Linux machine is setup as the attacking system.
External attacks and internal attacks11, 22 against the virtualized Linux environment are
simulated in the following way. To study external attacks22, the attack machine with
backtrack 5 and the victim machine with Linux virtual machine are deployed to different
networks, and the attack machine is assumed to have no knowledge of the victim machine

and the system security credentials, such as an account password, of the network the victim
machine resides. To study internal attacks22, the attack machine with backtrack 5 and the
victim machine with Linux virtual machine are deployed to the same network. Therefore, the
attack machine has legitimate accesses to a subset of resources of the victim network. To
study inside activities11, the attack machine with backtrack 5 and the victim machine with
Linux virtual machine are deployed to the same network, and the attack machine has
legitimate accesses to all the resources hosted in the virtual environment.
3

Security Attacks

3.1

Attack I

Attack I is the Apache Range Header Denial of Service Attack, which targets on the Apache
Web service installed in the virtualized Linux environment. In this research, Attack I is
conducted against virtulized Linux server by using the MetaSploit console. The configuration
and execution of the attack is shown in Fig. 3 and the attack modeling is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3: Configuring the Apache DoS attack.
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Fig. 4: The attack tree modeling of Apache DoS attack.
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For a small business, Apache web service is usually its first choice to host company website
due to its low cost and low demand of knowledge and skills for deployment. Virtualization can
further help to reduce the deployment cost and space requirement. A few vulnerabilities exists
for Apache web service in Linux environment and Apache Range Header Denial of Service
attack (apache_range_dos) is one of the most common attacks exploiting those vulnerabilities.
This attack uses a range header that expresses multiple overlapping ranges, which forks
processes and causes excessive memory and CPU resource consumption.
3.2

Attack II

Attack II is a privilege escalation attack24, which exploits a malfunctioning version of FTP
server (version 2.3.4, named VSFTPD) installed in Linux environment. To detect whether
there exists such VSFTPD service installed, a service fingerprinting scan is conducted by
using Nmap (shown in Fig. 5).

Fig.5. The discovery of VSFTPD Service through Nmap

Once the malfunctioning version of the FTP server has been identified, the open door of the
FTP server can be detected by using Metasploit (shown in Fig. 6). Then, Attack II is conducted
as shown in Fig. 7, and the attack model of Attack II is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig.6. The discovery of the backdoor module by using Metasploit.

Fig.7. The conduction of attack II by using Metasploit.
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Fig. 8: The attack tree modeling of Attack II.

4. Results and Analysis
The logs at the victim machine were checked for each operation and the fingerprints were
identified and located. With fingerprints of all operations identified and located, evidence tree
were built for the attack. With the evidence tree, sensitive fingerprints for the attack may be
identified and they can be used to detect or identify the existence of such an attack. Also, the
evidence tree can provide contextual information to intelligent incident tracking software to
help locate and identify fingerprints of each operation of the attack. Thus, incident tracking
and reconstruction can be automated.
4.1. Evidence of Attack I
To identify and locate fingerprints of Attack I, the Access.log file on the target machine was
examined. The Access.log file records all HTTP requests that have been sent to the server. For
each of packet received at the server side, a corresponding response with a code of 206 is

generated, which indicates that the server has partially responded to the HTTP GET request. To
enable this, the request must have included a range of header field. In Attack I, the range header
field contains overlapping ranges, which causes the server to fork the apache process and
eventually exhausts all the resources at the server side. The logged evidence is shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9.Raw fingerprints in the Access.log file

The fingerprints of each operation of Attack I was identified and was then composed into a
node, which becomes the child node of the corresponding operation node in the attack tree of
Attack I. The resulted evidence tree is shown in Fig. 10. Since most of operations of Attack I
are performed on the attacking machine, only two operations, i.e., the Nmap scanning
operation and the exploit operation, will leave fingerprints on the target machine. For a
successful implementation of Attack I, the victim machine can log a large number of packets
sent from the attacker with the same user name, IP address of the attack machine, and
timestamps, etc. The existence of a large number of HTTP packets sent from the same user
can be considered as the sensitive fingerprints to identify Attack I.
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Fig. 10. Evidence tree of the Attack I
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Security Event:
access.log:
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4.2. Evidence of Attack II
To identify and locate fingerprints of Attack II, the vsftpd.log file on the target machine was
examined. The Access.log file logs all packets that have been sent to the victim machine.
The fingerprints of each operation of Attack II was identified and was then composed into a
node, which becomes the child node of the corresponding operation node in the attack tree of
Attack II. The resulted evidence tree is shown in Fig. 11. Since most of operations of Attack
II are performed on the attacking machine, only two operations, i.e., the Nmap scanning
operation and the ftp exploit operation, will leave fingerprints on the target machine. For a
successful implementation of Attack II, the victim machine can log the privilege escalation
packets that have been sent from the client, as well as IP address of the attack machine,
timestamps, etc. The existence of FTP packets sent from the same user, however, cannot be
considered as the sensitive fingerprints to identify Attack II, since they could be fingerprints
left by a legitimate ftp user. Therefore, more fingerprints of the same operation of Attack II,
e.g., the launch of command processor with system user privilege, should also be identified.
The combination of the two pieces of fingerprints, i.e., ftp connect from a remote user and the
launch of the cmd.exe process by the system user, can be considered as the sensitive
fingerprints to identify attack II.
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Fig. 11. Evidence tree of the Attack II.

5. Discussion
5.1. Incident Identification and Reconstruction
To identify security incidents from the large amount of normal logged activities, the key is to
find operations as the incident identifier for each incident. In Fig. 11, the identifier of this

incident can be (cmd.exe  root user)  (client IP connect in vsflpd.log)). With the evidence
tree and sensitive fingerprints of Attack II, an intelligent incident tracking software can detect
and reconstruct Attack II in the following way. 1). The tracking software continuously
examines the fingerprints located in the system and compare them with the sensitive
fingerprints stored in the evidence model repository. 2). Once sensitive fingerprints match the
incident identifier of Attack II, Attack II is identified. 3). All fingerprints of Attack II will be
identified, located, and retrieved based on the contexture information defined in the evidence
tree of Attack II. 4) The retrieved fingerprints will be correlated to reconstruct Attack II.
5.2. Educational Activities Enabled
Many undergraduate and graduate students have been involved in the research partially
presented in this paper. The students will conduct security design, programming, testing of
various applications installed, as well as ethical hacking and incident investigation in the
virtualized Linux environments. All these will provide students with in-depth knowledge and
skills in cloud computing and information assurance. More important, research results can be
naturally integrated with the existing Computer Information Technology curriculum, which
can benefit students in the CIT program at Purdue University Calumet (PUC) and students in
the programs that have partnerships with PUC in the Midwest.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, a systematic approach has been proposed to develop the forensics readiness to
fight against attacks and inside activities committed in virtualized Linux environments. This
approach focuses on identifying, locating, and modeling fingerprints of external and internal
attacks. Threat models were developed by using attack tree approach, and then these threat
models were mapped to augmented attack trees by adding individual attack operations of
corresponding attacks, which resulted in attack trees. In this paper, a total of two modeled
attacks, an external attacks and an internal attack, were conducted against a virtualized Linux
system. Forensics investigations were followed immediately after each attack, and
fingerprints were then identified, collected, and mapped to an evidence tree for the attack.
The resulted evidence trees are expected to provide essential information for attack
investigation, by answering at least the following three key questions: what information is
relevant to the studied attack, where related fingerprint items can be located, and what
information each piece of fingerprint can indicate. Also, an evidence tree can provide the
contextual information to correlate attack operations by examine the fingerprints they
produce. Furthermore, the contextual information provided to an incident tracking software
may have the potential of automating attack reconstruction.
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